Eloise_H
Modelling Style: Fashion Model,
Catwalk Model, Commercial
Model, and Photographic Model
Gender: Female
Age: 21
Country: United Kingdom
Height: 157cm/5ft 2inch
Bust: 32D
Female Dress Size (UK): 6
Shoe Size (UK Female): 3
Eye Color: Blue
Skin Color: Medium
Hair Color: Dark Blonde
Hair Length: Long
Biography:
Biography
I am an outgoing, sociable 19 year
old girl who has a live for
performing and likes new
challenges.I have a passion for
acting, dancing and singing and
would like to add modelling to my
list of talents. I’ve always found
performing is where my heart is

whether that be on TV, on stage
or just practising singing in my
bedroom. After leaving College
with a Musical Theatre
qualification I have took every
opportunity to do what I love and
I’m hoping modelling can be
another string to my bow.
I have never had any work in the
modelling industry however after
doing a few fun shoots in
collaboration with a photographer
I know I found something new
that interested me. I felt
comfortable behind the camera
and enjoyed trying out different
poses and it was an overall really
enjoyable experience. I would love
the opportunity to explore the
modelling industry and maybe
even be lucky enough to model for
different clothing lines as I
absolutely love fashion and
shopping! My main reason for not
trying out modelling before is
because I was aware that I wasn’t
the ideal height for a model
however after researching

modelling I realised that there are
some categories I could fit into.

Work Experience:
Experience
I can dance (Jazz, Ballet,Tap,Hip
Hop, Modern and Musical
Theatre.) I sing different genres
of music including: Pop,
Jazz/Swing, Country and Musical
Theatre. I also act and I am good
at learning scripts.
I am a horse rider and a animal
lover with many pets of my own.
Ivan drive and have my own
transport.

Talent/Skills:
Talent/Skills
I have never had any work in the
modelling industry however after
doing a few fun shoots in

collaboration with a photographer
I know I found something new
that interested me. I felt
comfortable behind the camera
and enjoyed trying out different
poses and it was an overall really
enjoyable experience. I would love
the opportunity to explore the
modelling industry and maybe
even be lucky enough to model for
different clothing lines as I
absolutely love fashion and
shopping! My main reason for not
trying out modelling before is
because I was aware that I wasn’t
the ideal height for a model
however after researching
modelling I realised that there are
some categories I could fit into.

